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An Introduction to Cash Flow in Voyant
Cash flow is a complex aspect of Voyant and the software includes several settings for controlling it. But
understanding how the software fulfils expenses and liquidates assets and how to schedule future savings
and transfers doesn’t have to be overly complicated. A fundamental understanding of how cash flow
works in Voyant should greatly enhance your use of the software.
From the start, it is important to understand that Voyant will usually work out the future cash flow for
you, provided you have entered the client’s incomes, expenses, and any liquid assets that should be taken
into consideration. You don’t have to be very hands-on. The software will top-up income from liquid
assets automatically, if assets are available, in order to prevent potential shortfalls in the cash flow,
provided that you don’t deliberately place withdrawal limits on these accounts. The results are presented
for review on the Let’s See screen’s Cash Flow chart.

Surplus Income - Is it spent or is it saved?
When you create a new client case, each person in that case will be given a default cash account (e.g.
John’s Cash, Susan’s Cash). These accounts, which are found on the Savings screen, are created by the
software and cannot be deleted. Each default cash account will begin with an initial balance of £0 a nd
serves as an empty container awaiting future cash inflows.

Default Cash Accounts
Modelled on a standard savings account, default cash accounts are designed to hold cash on hand. If at
the end of a future planning year surplus cash remains after expenses are paid and contributions are
made to savings and investments, the remaining cash may be swept into the owner’s default cash account,
depending on the source of the surplus and other settings, which we will discuss in a moment.
Tip: If you are entering information about a client who has
cash on deposit, we generally recommend that you enter
these funds in a separate savings or current account and
not in that person’s default cash account. Default cash
accounts are meant only to serve as a temporary holding
place for funds that are otherwise unallocated. These
accounts do not have all of the features of a regular
savings account and are handled differently in the cash
flow, as we will discuss in a moment.
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Once funds are swept into a default cash account, they will remain in this account until they are needed to
meet expenses. The funds on deposit in these accounts serve as ready cash and will be the first stop for
expense fulfilment, once annual cash inflows have been exhausted.
This surplus cash will be grown at the software’s default savings growth rate, which is set in Preferences
> Plan Preferences > Default Inflation Growth Rates > Savings Growth Rate %.

Like any account in Voyant, you can edit growth settings for these default cash accounts, if necessary, on
the Savings screen > Advanced Settings > Growth panel. Settings set at the individual account level will
override those taken initially from preferences.
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Surplus Lump Sum Inflows
When lump cash inflows occur, the funds will be deposited into the owner's default cash account if they
are not spent or deposited elsewhere – e.g. into a savings account, an investment or a money purchase.
Lump sum cash inflows include:
-

Tax free cash from money purchases,

-

Lump sum payments from final salary schemes,

-

Proceeds from liquidated properties/assets (items entered on the Property/Assets screen),

-

Future windfalls (entered on the Windfalls screen),

-

Surplus debt credits (from a new loan),

-

Lump sum pay-outs from protection policies,

-

Estate distributions at mortality,

-

Lump sum pay-outs from pensions (money purchases, drawdown
pensions) to survivors.

If these funds are proceeds from the liquidation of a jointly owned asset
(e.g. a couple sells their home), the funds will be split between the owners
and deposited into their respective default cash accounts, unless they are
spent or deposited elsewhere.
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Surplus Habitual Income
Habitual income, on the other hand, may be assumed spent if not saved, depending on how you set the
software to operate.
Habitual income includes:
- Employment income,
- Other income (entered on the Other Income Screen),
- Scheduled withdrawals (on-going or one-off) from investments or savings,
- Drawdown pension income,
- Yield (dividend and interest) from unwrapped investments that is taken as income, not reinvested into the fund,
- Annuity payments,
- Final salary payments,
- State pension benefits,
- Regular payments from long term care or income protection policies.
Voyant is set initially to assume that any leftover surplus from these habitual income sources will be spent
on miscellaneous unplanned discretionary expenses unless you schedule contributions to savings,
investments, and/or money purchases to capture the surplus. This assumption is popularly known as
Parkinson’s Corollary or Parkinson’s Second Law, which suggests that one’s expenditures inevitably rise
to meet one’s income.
Although your clients may provide very detailed and seemingly realistic accounts of what they think they
spend, there may be all manner of future discretionary expenses they cannot foresee. Assuming future
surpluses will be saved may not be a realistic assumption for many clients as doing so may leave them
with a large, improbable store of ready cash.
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We generally think it safer to assume that surplus is not saved, which encourages you to have an active
discussion with your clients about how they might best plan to save or invest these funds. You can then
set up a savings and investment plan in their client case, perhaps as a what-if scenario, and demonstrate
the advantages of future savings.
Future surplus habitual income that is not scheduled to be
spent or saved but that is assumed spent is called unallocated
income. You can view how much unallocated surplus is being
assumed spent each year on the legend of the Let’s See Cash
Flow chart (as shown right).

Preferences - How to Set Voyant to Assume All Surplus Habitual Income Saved
Although the software is initially set to assume unallocated surplus spent, you have the option to switch
off this setting and assume the opposite. Leftover surplus can be assumed saved, if you think this
approach is appropriate for your clients and their lifestyle.
This setting is found on the Preferences screen under Plan Preferences, to the right side of the screen.
Expand the Calculation Settings panel. Tick the Transfer Excess Income / Credits to Savings is ticked.
When this preference is ticked, all unspent, unsaved surplus will be assumed saved.

If you prefer this to be the software’s default assumption going forward, as you create new client cases,
make the same change in the adjacent Calculation Settings panel to the left side of the screen, under
System Preferences.
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Savings and Investments – Capture Surplus Income Through Planned Savings, Investments
Even if surplus income is set to be assumed spent, you can still have proactive planning discussions with
your clients and model the effect of future savings and investments. Planned future contributions can be set
to capture some, if not all unallocated income, thereby allocating it to specific accounts. This process
encourages a discussion with your clients about where they might best invest or save their future surplus
earnings.
The black line running across the cash flow chart is the need line.
This line represents your client’s total annual taxes, expenditure, and
any planned savings and investments that are being met successfully
in that year of the plan. When a bar of the cash flow chart exceeds
the need line, this indicates either unallocated surplus or in some
cases liquidations and transfers. If you deposit previously
unallocated surplus into investments and savings, the black need
line will rise to show that this surplus income is being captured
through planned contributions.
1.

To set regular contributions to a savings account, go to the
Savings, Investments or Pensions > Money Purchase screen.

2.

If the account is already entered into the plan, select it first in the
ledger to the right side of the screen.

Tip: You could also create a hypothetical future investment to which future contributions will be
scheduled. If the account does not currently exist, simply create an account with a zero balance, at
present. This empty account will act as a container, which later will be filled with planned future
contributions, provided the funds are available.
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3.

In the Contribution £ field: Enter the annual contribution amount or set contributions as a percentage
of the owner’s income. Note that contributions are entered are entered in annual (not monthly or
weekly) amounts.

Note: If you set contributions as a percentage of income, once
the owner’s earnings (employment income) end so too will
contributions. This rule does not apply to fixed contributions.

Tip: Pension contributions and investments into bonds (onshore and offshore life funds) and discount
gift trusts (DGTs) work differently than regular investments and savings. Click the following links for
additional details about money purchase contributions or to view the steps necessary to purchase a
bond or DGT.
4.

Go to the Time panel located on the right side of the screen. Selections on this panel will be used to
set the time span over which the contributions are to be made to the account.

5.

Select the Event tab.
- Select a start event - an event to schedule the beginning of these contributions.
A green dot will appear next to this event indicating that contributions will
begin at this point in the timeline. If contributions are to begin as of the start of
the plan (e.g. your client is already making regular contributions), simply select
the Start event.
- Select an end event - an event to indicate when these contributions will end.
A red dot will appear next to his retirement event, indicating that contributions
will end at this point in the timeline. If contributions are to occur until the very end of the plan, select
the final Mortality event as the end event.

If you don't already have events on the timeline that are positioned appropriately to
be used as start or end events, new ones can be easily added by clicking the New
Event button, located in the bottom-right corner or the Time panel, Event tab.
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Future contributions will only be made if funds remain available after expenses are met. Also note that if
you were setting contributions to an ISA, the software enforces annual ISA contribution limits per
individual within a plan.
Future contributions will be reflected in the position of the
black need line on the Let’s See cash flow chart.
To view these contributions, select any bar of the chart
during the contribution period. The chart legend will
display.
Click Detailed Info. The chart details panel will display.
Select the Investments the tab.
Planned contributions will be shown in the Contributions Scheduled column, which will show both the
amount of the planned contribution and the amount of the actual deposit. The actual deposit may be
lower than the planned contribution if the funds are unavailable to make the full deposit or in the case of
ISAs, if the planned contribution exceeds allowable contribution limits.

Money Purchases – Invest Surplus Income into a Pension
There is generally no need to select a contribution period for future pension contributions. It is implied
that the future contributions will be made from the owner’s income and once that income ends, so too will
any planned contributions. If this is the case, there is no need to select start and end events on the Time
panel to set a contribution period for a pension, as one would for savings or investments. The software
will make an implicit link between the money purchase and the owner’s income.
Moreover, in most cases you will not need to link the money purchase to any particular income source. If
the owner of the pension has only one income source entered on the Employment screen, the software
will infer that this income will be the source of the contributions. Once the income ends, contributions to
the money purchase will also cease, unless set otherwise on the Time panel.
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Note that pension contributions are limited to either salary or the current £50,000 annual maximum,
whichever is the lower of the two figures. Regular earnings define one’s pensionable salary. Bonuses and
dividends are not pensionable income. Without supporting earnings – which are entered on the
Employment screen – pension contributions are limited to £3,600 per annum. The software does,
however, allow for additional contribution allowances to be carried forward from up to three years prior
to the start of the plan. These carry-forward contribution allowances can be entered on the Taxes screen.
You may encounter some cases, however, in which a direct link needs to be made between income and
pension. For example, your client has multiple income sources and wants to contribute a percentage of
one of these incomes to a money purchase. I n this case you may link the pension to that particular income
on the Pensions > Money Purchase screen.
1.

Expand Advanced Settings.

2.

Select Contributions.

3.

Click the dropdown list, which display all of the owner’s incomes. Select the appropriate income and
click Link.

A link icon will display next to the money purchase in the ledger,
to the right side of the screen. Click this link and the name of the
directly linked income will be shown. A percentage based
contribution would be considered a percentage of the linked
income. Also, contributions will end once the linked income ends,
unless the contribution period is set otherwise on the Money
Purchase screen’s Time panel.
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Bonds – Use Surplus Income to Purchase an Onshore / Offshore Life Fund or Discounted Gift Trust
Onshore and offshore life funds (bonds) and discounted gift trusts work differently than other types of
investments. In Voyant, bonds are purchased, withdrawals can be made from them, and they will be fully
enchashed at some point. The software does not perform the topping up of existing bonds.
1.

To schedule the future purchase of a bond go to the
Investments screen.

2.

In the Type dropdown, select either Onshore Life
Fund or Offshore Life Fund or one of the two types
of discounted gift trusts.

3.

Select New? – Yes.

4.

Enter the Purchase Value.

5.

Expand Advanced Settings and select the
Growth & Yield panel. Set the growth rate of
the bond, if necessary. The bond can be
grown using a fixed growth or at a rate
derived from an Asset Allocation. Asset
allocation will be used only if the Asset
Allocation check box is ticked.

6.

If this is a future bond purchase and the
purchase price is not to be inflated (i.e. is a
future amount), select Future Value.

7.

Use the following links to set the Life Fund Segments, Insurance Payout, etc.

8.

Go to the Time panel on the right side of the screen.

9.

Select two events on the panel's Event tab to indicate when the bond will be
purchased and when eventually it will be liquidated.
-

Select a start event to indicate when the bond will be purchased (e.g.
Retirement, the year of the tax free cash inflow). A green dot will appear next
to this event.

-

Select an end event to indicate when the bond will be liquidated (i.e. fully
encashed). This might be Mortality or an earlier event might be selected. A
red dot will appear next to the end event.

If you don't already have events on the timeline that are positioned appropriately to
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be used as start or end events, new ones can be easily added by clicking the New
Event button, located in the bottom-right corner or the Time panel, Event tab.

A one-off purchase expense will be created for the bond in the year of the
start event. The purchase should be visible on the Lets See chart, reflected
in the position of the need line.
To view the details of the purchase, click the bar/year of the chart in which
the purchase is scheduled.
Click Detailed Info. The chart details panel will display.

The purchase will be shown as an expense on the Expenses tab.

The new bond or DGT will be shown and tracked in future years on the Investments tab.
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Sweeps - Set Surplus Cash to be Swept from Default Cash Accounts into Savings and Investments
Suppose you want to assume all surplus income is invested rather than kept in a cash account or that your
client tops up ISAs with any leftover surplus. Aside from planned savings, you can also set a sweeps rule
for default cash accounts.
The software has a facility for setting the annual sweep of surplus cash from the earner's/owner's default
cash account (e.g. Simon's Cash) into to one or more target accounts. Sweeps can be set for these default
cash accounts on the Savings screen's Annually Sweep Balance to Other accounts panel.
To set up a sweeps rule for a default cash account:
1.

Go to the Savings screen and select the default cash account in the ledger, right.

2.

Expand Advanced Settings.

3.

Select Annually Sweep Balance to Other Accounts.

4.

Click Add and select from the list a target account for the swept funds.

Sweeps are not percentage based. The entire balance of the default cash account will be swept into the
specified target account at the end of the planning year. The only exceptions would be ISAs and money
purchases, since both have contribution limits. If an ISA were set as the target account for sweeps, only up
to the maximum allowable annual contribution could be swept into the ISA. If a savings account or
unwrapped investment were listed after the ISA in the sweeps list, that account would receive the
remainder of the funds when swept. Conversely, if a savings account or unwrapped investment were
placed at the top of the list of sweeps accounts, that account would invariably receive one hundred per
cent of the swept funds since neither have rules imposing contribution limits.
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Using Liquid Assets to Supplement Income in the Cash Flow
Voyant will work out most of the future cash flow for you, if you let it. If annual income doesn’t fully
meet planned expenses, the software will automatically top-up income from liquid assets in order to
prevent potential shortfalls in the cash flow, provided you place no withdrawal limits on these accounts.
Liquid assets include:
- Cash accounts (savings and current accounts),
- Cash and Stock Market ISAs,
- Unwrapped investments,
- Offshore taxable accounts,
- Onshore and Offshore Life Funds.
Even tangible assets (entered on the Property/Assets screen) could be set to be liquidated automatically if
needed to prevent future shortfalls, provided that the property is not one’s primary residence. To make a
property/asset available for ad hoc liquidation, you must set its Advanced Settings > Liquidation setting
to “When Needed”.
Ad hoc withdrawals can also be made from child trusts in order to fulfil expenses, provided that the child
is the owner or a co-owner of the expense and is at least 18 or older when the expense is incurred.
Other types of accounts have special rules or tax treatments are therefore never subject to ad hoc
withdrawals.

Ad hoc withdrawals are never taken from:
- Drawdown Pensions (except for when drawdown income is set to be taken “as needed”),
- Trusts (other than Child Trusts and only in certain circumstances),
- Enterprise Investment Schemes,
- Venture Capital Trusts,
- Discounted Gift Trusts.
To draw funds from these accounts, you must set a planned withdrawal, which in the software we call a
draw down strategy. We will discuss how to set drawdown strategies in detail later in this guide.
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How to Distinguish Ad Hoc from Planned Withdrawals in the Cash Flow Chart
As you examine the Cash Flow chart in its detailed view (by ticking the Detailed checkbox near the
bottom of the screen), ad hoc withdrawals can be easily distinguished from scheduled withdrawals by
their colour coding. Planned withdrawals are shown in pink whereas any ad hoc withdrawals taken by
the software to help fulfil expenses are shown in gold.

Tip: In many client cases you may notice that in the later years of
the cash flow, after retirement, as your client becomes more
reliant on assets rather than income to meet expenses,
withdrawals from savings and investments conveniently meet the
top of the black need line. The need line represents your client’s
total annual taxes, expenditure, and any planned savings and
investments are being met successfully in that year of the plan.
These gold inflows are ad hoc withdrawals taken from liquid
assets as the software automatically tops up income to work out
the annual cash flow.
Planned future transfers between accounts are also displayed in
gold but they will be positioned above the black need line.
Unplanned tax charges on pensions (i.e. lifetime allowance
overage charges) will also have the same colour coding and
positioning on the charts, above the need line.

The chart will show all withdrawals and transfers from accounts with the
exception of tax deductions at source on savings and unwrapped
investments. These deductions are not shown in the charts but can be viewed
on the Investments tab of the chart’s Detailed Info panel,
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Further details about withdrawals can be viewed by clicking any bar/year
of the chart. The chart legend will display. Click the Detailed Info link at
the bottom of the legend to display the chart details panel. Withdrawals
and any withdrawal limits placed on accounts can be seen on the
Investments and Pensions tabs, in the Withdrawals column.
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Expense Fulfilment
Expense fulfilment is a complex aspect of the software. In this chapter we will show you how the software
works out the cash flow and how you might control it. The software does offer some high-level control
over the order in which accounts are liquidated based on investment category. Beyond this, withdrawals
can be controlled, if necessary, by setting withdrawal limits and/or draw down strategies on individual
accounts. We will show you how to do this in a moment. Otherwise, simply leave the software to work
out the cash flow for you.
Expenses are always met first with any cash or credits available during the given planning year. After
these funds are depleted, the software will then attempt to withdraw funds from cash accounts, and lastly
from any available liquid assets in order to meet expenses and prevent shortfalls.
Funds can also be withdrawn from accounts regularly or as one off transfers, regardless of income need,
using the software's draw down strategy and transfers panels.
Voyant fulfils expenses in four distinct stages.
1.

Expenses are first fulfilled from income / credits.

2.

If expenses remain, draws are made from ready cash accumulated in the default cash accounts (Paul's
Cash and Cathryn's Cash).

3.

If income and ready cash are not sufficient to meet expenses, funds will be drawn from available
liquid assets (e.g. savings, unwrapped investments, ISAs).

4.

Lastly, any property/assets set for liquidation "when needed" – as set on the Property/Assets screen's
Liquidation panel – may be liquidated to help meet expenses.

Note: Preferred payment sources for expenses and withdrawal limits on accounts can override these stages.
Within each of these four distinct stages, the software checks for ownership and attempts to fulfil the expense
first according to the person (or persons) who own it. For example, if an expense is owned by Paul, Paul's funds
will be used first before moving to jointly owned accounts and then to his wife Cathryn's accounts.
Once the software reaches stage 3 of expense fulfilment, the Liquidation Order setting comes into play. Located
in Preferences > Plan Preferences, the Liquidation Order setting allows you to specify a category-based order
in which the expense owner's liquid assets will be liquidated. These general categories of assets are taxable, tax
deferred or tax free. At this stage, if your client's tax free ISAs should be liquidated before taxable savings and
unwrapped investments, move tax free up as the topmost investment type in the liquidation order. The default
ordering, which can be changed, is taxable first, tax deferred, and then tax free assets.
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Preferred Payment Sources Override the Expense Fulfilment Order
Preferred payment sources can trump the normal expense fulfilment order. Expense Payment Source is an
advanced option on the Expenses screens that you to specify a preferred account from which to fund a given
expense. Payment sources are merely an option designed to give you greater control, when needed, to
specify how an expense will be paid. Otherwise, the software's default expense Fulfilment logic, as outlined,
will be used.
An expense payment sources can be either:
- A Preferred Source, meaning that the software will draw funds from the preferred account first before
using the usual expense Fulfilment procedure outlined above;
- The Only Allowed Source, meaning that the software will fulfil the expense only using funds from the
specified account. If sufficient funds are unavailable in this account, a shortfall will occur.
The Expense Payment Sources will be the first or possibly the only account the software will go to fulfil
the expense.
If you want to circumvent this ownership-based expense fulfilment logic, fulfilling an expense from a particular
account, go to the Expenses screen and set an Expense Payment Source for the expense. This account will
become the first stop for funds to fulfil this expense before the software starts stepping through the normal
expense fulfilment logic.
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Tip: If setting a preferred payment source, use the
“Only Allow Preferred Source to Pay Expense”
option very sparingly. When ticked, this setting can
create artificial shortfalls if the preferred source is
inadequately funded to pay the linked expense. These
artificial shortfalls can prevent the software’s need
analysers from returning results.
When might you tick the “Only Allow…”option? In
most cases, we recommend only using this setting in a what-if scenario. For example, suppose your clients
are saving for their children’s university fees and you want to run a test to determine if they are saving
enough to a particular account. Even if the account is set as a preferred payment source, income and other
assets sources will be used if the account does not have the funds to meet the linked expense. However,
by ticking the “Only Allow Preferred Source to Pay Expense” option, you could in this scenario test the
account for adequate funding. Again, we recommend using this setting sparingly and normally only in
scenarios.
A preferred payment source can also be specified for debt payoffs, if needed. Debt
payoffs can be scheduled on the Debt screen > expand Advanced Settings > click
Payoff > select a payoff event. You then have the option to select a payoff source,
if necessary. Otherwise, the payoff will be made from income and possibly
liquidated assets, if needed.
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Withdrawal Limits Override the Expense Fulfilment Order
Withdrawal Limits can also trump the normal expense fulfilment order. If you limit or disallow the
software from taking ad hoc withdrawals from a savings account or investment, that account will be
effectively removed from or limited in the expense fulfilment process.
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Plan Preferences – Setting Asset Liquidation Order
The order in which assets are liquidated - step 3 in the overall expense liquidation order - can be set at a
very general level, by investment category, in Preferences > Plan Preferences > Liquidation Order. The
default liquidation order, which can be changed, is normally taxable assets first, then tax deferred assets,
and ending with tax free assets.

Taxable accounts include:
- Current Accounts
- Savings Accounts
- Enterprise Investment Schemes*
- Other Trusts*
- Offshore Taxable
Tax Free accounts include:
- ISAs
- Venture Capital Trusts*
- Enterprise Investment Schemes*
- Charitable Trusts*
Tax Deferred accounts include:
- Draw Down Pensions (crystallised money purchases)**
- Life Funds (Bonds)
*Drawdowns are required to withdraw funds from some types of investments. See following section,
"Investments Requiring Draw Downs"
** Enforced crystallisation (without tax free cash) is applied to all funds left in money purchases when the
owner turns 75.
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Some Types of Investments are Never Subject to Ad Hoc Withdrawals
Withdrawals are taken automatically from:
- Drawdown Pensions (except for when drawdown income is set to be taken “as needed”),
- Trusts (other than Child Trusts and only in certain circumstances),
- Enterprise Investment Schemes,
- Venture Capital Trusts,
- Discounted Gift Trusts.
One exception to this rule are child trust funds, which may be used as the source of ad hoc withdrawals
but only for expenses owned (or co-owned) by the child (e.g. education expenses), as set on the People
panel of the Expenses screen. Also, the child must be 18 or older in order for expenses to be paid from a
child trust.

Expense Fulfilment Order is Based in Part on the Owner of the Expense
The fulfilment of expenses is based first on the owner(s) of the expense. The software also uses complex
logic when determining the order in which these withdrawals are made based on the owner(s) of the
expense and the owner(s) of the accounts from which the withdrawal is being made.
For example, if an expense is owned by both Bob and Alice, the following order of accounts would be
used to fulfil the expense, provided that the plan is configured (in Preferences > Plan Preferences >
Liquidation Order) to liquidate taxable accounts before tax free accounts.
Bob and Alice's Joint Savings Account
Bob's Savings Account
Alice's Savings Account
Bob's ISA
Alice's ISA
Further to this, if an expense were co-owned by the primary client and the client’s son, the software will
try to use credits owned jointly or by one of the two before using a credit owned by the spouse. If there
are no credits available for the primary, son or spouse, the software would then check the default cash
account first for the primary, then son, then spouse. If still not available, check cash accounts in the same
order. The point being that we check each category, even for accounts/credits not owned by the expense
owners, before moving down the priority list. The reason being, is that you wouldn't forgo the spouse’s
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cash and withdraw from a son's savings account to fulfil the son's expense if the spouse had cash to pay
the expense.

Savings and Investments Owned by Children
Savings and investments owned by children are tracked as liquid assets and are considered part of the
cash flow, at least until the owner turns a given age. Like other liquid assets, these accounts are
potentially subject to ad hoc withdrawals, based on the ownership logic discussed earlier in this guide.
Withdrawal limits and certain types of accounts may also remove an asset from contention as a potential
source of funding.
Child owned accounts will be considered part of the cash flow until the child turns a given age. This age is
set in Preferences > Plan Preferences > Default Ages, using the “Child Owned Accounts Available in
Plan Until Age” setting. Once the child owner turns this age, the account will be dropped from the cash
flow and assets charts and the funds will no longer be available as a possible expense payment source.

If the account is owned by more than one child, the age of the youngest owner will be applied. If the child
is co-owned by a parent, it will remain in the plan for the duration of the parent’s life.
Note: This preference does not apply to properties and assets entered on the Property/Assets screen. Any
child owned assets will be tracked for the duration of the planning timeline or until liquidated.
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Liquidating Property/Assets When Needed
With the exception of one's primary residence, properties and other assets can be
set to be liquidated "when needed". This liquidation preference is found on the
Property/Asset screen's Liquidation panel.
The default on this panel is to liquidate the property or asset at the "End of
Applied Timeline", meaning that the property will be liquidated at the end event
(red dot) selected on the screen's Time panel > Event tab or at the end of the last
ticked stage on the Time panel's Stage tab.
If "When Needed" is selected, the property or asset will be liquidated only to
prevent a shortfall and only after all other available liquid assets have been
exhausted in the plan.
Note: The "When Needed" liquidation option is not available
for primary residences - i.e. property/asset Type "Primary
Residence".
Tip: We don’t generally recommend the “when needed”
liquidation option for properties. Selling a property is usually a
big decision considering the size of the sale and any associated
debts that may be involved. Usually a more deliberate approach
is better, by scheduling any future liquidation by event using
the Time panel - the software’s default “at end of applied
timeline” liquidation option.
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Controlling Asset Liquidation
Automatic withdrawals from savings and investments – those taken by the software only when needed to
prevent shortfalls – can be controlled, if necessary, using withdrawal limits and draw down strategies.
You can limit or prevent ad hoc withdrawals from being made by the software or
schedule future withdrawals to be made from one or more accounts at any given point
in the timeline using the software's Withdrawal Limits / Draw Down Strategy panels.
These panels are found under Advanced Settings on the
Investments and Savings screens.

For example, your clients have a special savings account for their children’s university expenses. No
funds are to be drawn from this account until their children start university. To prevent any possible ad
hoc withdrawals from being taken from this account prior to these university years, you could set a
withdrawal limit on the account, preventing any withdrawals from being made from the account until the
children start university.
Withdrawal limits and drawdown strategies are strictly optional and in most client cases you will probably
have no need to use these settings; simply let Voyant work out the cash flow for you. However, these
settings are available to give you a greater degree of control over asset liquidation should the need arise.
Note that the crystallisation of money purchases and income from drawdown pensions are scheduled
differently, using settings on the Pensions > Money Purchase and Drawdown Pension screens.
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What is the difference between a Withdrawal Limit and a Draw Down Strategy?
- Withdrawal Limits (Liquidation Limits) are the restrictions you can
place on the software's ability to take ad hoc withdrawals from a
given investment in order to fulfil expenses after other income
sources have been exhausted in the plan.
- Draw Down Strategy (Planned Withdrawals) sets planned
withdrawals that are to be taken annually from the account (all
amounts are annual amounts) whether they are needed to fulfil
expenses or not.
Planned withdrawals will appear in the Let's See > Cash Flow chart with the Detailed view ticked in the chart panel at the bottom of the
screen - in the pink "Planned Withdrawals" category. Ad hoc
withdrawals made by the software (as well as transfers between
accounts) will be shown on the chart in the gold Savings and
Investments category.

How to schedule a drawdown (planned withdrawals) from a savings account or investment
To schedule future withdrawals from a savings account or investment:
1.

First add an event to your timeline to schedule the year in which these withdrawals are to begin.

This is only necessary if an appropriately timed event isn’t already present on the timeline. A single event
could be used to schedule withdrawals from multiple accounts, provided they are to
begin in that same year of the plan. In most cases drawdowns are scheduled to begin
using events; however, stages also could be used. A draw down could be scheduled
to begin at the start of a given stage - e.g. at
the start of the Retirement stage.
To add this event either:
- Go to the Time screen to drag and drop an
event icon over the appropriate year/age in
the timeline;
- Go to the Time panel to the right side of the
Savings or Investment screen and select the
Event tab. Click the New Event button in the bottom-right corner of the panel and
enter the name, age, and owner of the event. Events can also be scheduled by year on this dialogue.
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2.

On the ledger to the right side of the screen, select the account
from which the withdrawals are to be made.

3.

Expand Advanced Settings and select Withdrawal Limits /
Draw Down Strategy.

4.

Select the Draw Down Strategy button.

5.

Next to the Yearly Draw Down
Amount, enter the amount that is
to be withdrawn from the account.
Drawdowns can be taken as a
percentage of account value or a
specified amount, with or without
inflationary indexing. Bonds have
the additional drawdown option of
taking the maximum drawdown
without (any) tax liability.

6.

In the Start Draw Downs dropdown menu, select the event that will be used to schedule the start of these drawdowns. This would
be the event you added a moment ago.

The bottom half of the panel shows the software’s withdrawals limit. Again, withdrawal limits are strictly
optional restrictions you can place on the software’s ability to take additional funds from the account,
only when needed to help fulfil expenses.
If you want to allow the software to
potentially take any funds above and
beyond the drawdown in order to fulfil
future expenses (only when needed to top
up income), select Maximum.
Otherwise, you may limit withdrawals to
the scheduled drawdown amount
specified above by selecting the Limit to
Draw Down option.
In rare cases one might set another limit, higher than the drawdown, for ad hoc liquidations. Options are
available to set this liquidation limit when needed.
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What happens to funds once they are withdrawn from an account?
Following draw down, these funds will flow into general cash where they will first be made available to
cover expenses and make scheduled contributions to other accounts.
Any funds remaining may be considered spent with other unallocated habitual income or will be
deposited into the owner(s) default cash account (e.g. John’s Cash), until needed later to fulfil expenses or
unless swept or transferred into another account.

How to set a withdrawal limit (liquidation limit) on a savings account or investment
Withdrawal limits are restrictions placed on the software's ability to take ad hoc withdrawals from a given
investment in order to fulfil expenses once other income sources have been exhausted in the plan. To
place a limit on the software’s ability to liquidate an account:
1.

First add an event to your timeline to specify the year in which these withdrawals limits are to begin.
Adding a new event is only necessary if an appropriately timed event is not already present on the
timeline. If for example, withdrawals are to be prevented from the very start of the plan, you will use
the Start event.
In most cases withdrawal limits are set using events; however, stages also could be used. A
withdrawal limit could be scheduled to begin at the start of a given stage - e.g. at the start of the
Retirement stage.
Tip: A withdrawal limit event might also imply that withdrawals are prevented
until a given event. For example, if the Retirement event is selected, at which
point Maximum withdrawals are
allowed, then it is implied that
withdrawals are prohibited before the
selected event – i.e. until Retirement
To add this event either:
-

Go to the Time screen to drag and
drop an event icon over the
appropriate year/age in the timeline;

-

Go to the Time panel to the right side of the Savings or Investment screen and select the Event
tab. Click the New Event button in the bottom-right corner of the panel and enter the name, ag e,
and owner of the event. Events can also be scheduled by year on this dialogue.
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2.

In the ledger on the right side of the screen, select the
account on which withdrawal limits are to be placed.

3.

Expand Advanced Settings and select Withdrawal Limits /
Draw Down Strategy.

4.

The Withdrawal Limits button should already
be selected by default.

5.

Next to the Yearly Withdrawals Limit, set the
withdrawal limit either by disallowing
withdrawals entirely (the "Do not allow"
option) or specify a limit using the options
provided.

6.

In the Start Allowing Draw Downs drop-down
menu, select the event from the timeline added
earlier. This list will be disabled if the “Do not
allow” withdrawals option is selected.

How to restore withdrawal limits to the system default, allowing maximum withdrawals
Most savings and investments are defaulted to allow the software to take maximum withdrawals when
needed to help fulfil expenses. If you have been changing the withdrawal limits on an account and want
to restore that account to the software’s original default:
1.

Go to the Investments or Savings screen and on the ledger on the right side of the screen, select the
account on which withdrawal limits are to be removed.

2.

Expand Advanced Settings and select
Withdrawal Limits / Draw Down Strategy.

3.

The Withdrawal Limits button should
already be selected by default. If you have a
Draw Down Strategy selected, you may leave
it in place.

4.

Next to the Yearly Withdrawals Limit, set the
withdrawal limit to "Maximum", which
means the software can take up to the
maximum amount available from the account,
only if needed, to help fulfil expenses.
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5.

In the Start Allowing Draw Downs drop-down menu, select the Start event.

Withdrawals and limits on withdrawals can be increased, decreased, or ended later in the plan
The settings you enter on the Withdrawal Limits / Draw Down Strategy panel will schedule the initial
withdrawals or limits on ad hoc liquidations. These scheduled drawdowns or withdrawal limits can later
be increased or decreased or ended altogether using the Advanced Settings > Step Up / Step Down
panel, on the Investments and Savings screens.
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Setting Savings Order
Savings Order is a preference used to set what types of accounts receive priority when multiple
contributions are set to occur in a given years. Accounts might compete for a finite amount of money that
can be deposited. In such a case, should a planned deposit to a tax free account (an ISA) take precedence
over planned contributions to taxable accounts (savings or an unwrapped investment).
Taxable accounts include:
- Current Accounts
- Savings Accounts
- Enterprise Investment Schemes
- Other Trusts
- Offshore Taxable
Tax Free accounts include:
- ISAs**
- Venture Capital Trusts
- Enterprise Investment Schemes
- Charitable Trusts
Tax Deferred accounts include:
- Money Purchases**
- Onshore / Offshore Life Funds (Bonds)***
**Contributions to ISAs and money purchases are subject to contribution limits.
***Voyant does not have a facility for topping up life funds. Life funds can be purchased, withdrawals can
be made from them, and they can be fully encashed, but the software does not currently allow for life
fund top-ups
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